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Ever so rarely it happens that a new band pops up out of nowhere
and everything just makes perfect sense from the get go; the songs,
the lyrics, the attitude. Even the band name could hardly have been
better sorted. RUINED they call themselves and hardcore punk is
what it is.
With credentials dating less than 6 months back and their first live
show still waiting to happen, the Copenhagen based band needs a
firm introduction. Not only is such a band presentation in place but
it may also very well help to decipher why RUINED are truly making
a musical impact with this their first release.
RUINED consists of Laurits Medom on vocals, Martin O$ on guitar,
Jeppe Panzer Skouv on bass and Jeppe Munk Åkesson on drums.
Between the 4 members they have collectively released over 10
full length albums and literally played hundreds and hundreds of
live shows all over Europe. Once the lineup was installed and the
mission set forth everything else fell into place instantly.
With band references such as The Psyke Project, As We Fight,
Last Mile, Koldborn and The Hitchcocks the members all bring
something special to the mix. And this diversity of references is, by
all means, working in the band’s favor.
The style is hardcore – no doubt. But with respectable nods to
hardcore punk, metallic hardcore and crust RUINED are creating a
solid fusion and a style of their own.
Their debut EP is entitled “RUINED” and offers 6 crushing tracks all
recorded live. The lyrical content deals with that of deceit, frustration,
anger and not fitting in; thereby offering a perfect backdrop to the
stellar, short and uncompromising attacks. It’s hard thrusting as
fuck!

RUINED
“Ruined”
Format: 7”
100 x Deep Purple Transparent Vinyl.
100 x Beer Transparent Vinyl.
100 x Coke Bottle Green Transparent
Vinyl.
25 x Black Vinyl. Ultra Limited Edition
Catalogue No.:
REASON-012
Release date:
May 3rd 2013
Track list:
Side A:
1: VI
2: Expired
3: Restless Soul
Side B:
4: Pray For Death
5: This Is War
6: Set To Explode
www.facebook.com/ruinedmusic
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